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Mega-Amp Opening Switch with Nested Electrodes/Pulsed

Generator of Ion and Ion Cluster Beams

Section 1. Summary

During the first year of the research program on the use of a plasma

focus machine (PF) as a M Amp opening switch we have:

(A) Improved the performance of our presently functioning system by finding '

a new method of increasing the surge of anomalous (i.e., noncollisional) resis-

tivity which controls the "switch opening" function (specifically, the

rate of disintegration of the PF pinch where the current is concentrated). -

(B) Devised new methods to monitor the rate of disintegration of the PF -

pinch via the changes of the particle emission spectra as a function of

*- time (on a nanosec scale) and of position (on a 50 micrometer scale) inside

the pinch. (C) Made substantial progress in the construction of an upgraded

system which can operate at higher current levels (about >Z 2 MA) as compared

* to the present 0.5 - 0.7 MA.

(A) has been accomplished by introducting a field distortion element

at the breech of the coaxial electrode system. Specifically, a circular knife

edge of conducting material has been inserted on the insulator sleeve

between the electrodes where the field distribution is the main controlling

factor of the structure (thickness) of the plasma current sheath between the .

electrodes. The smaller is the thickness of the PF current sheath at all

stages of the interelectrode current pulse (for a fixed value of the inter-

" electrode peak current) the higher is the surge of anomalous resistivity at - '

the peak of the current pulse.

(B) is based on the determination of ion emission spectra from the

PF pinch from compact Thomson spectrometers with a nanosec time resolution -

and from a high resolution magnetic analyzer with focalization of the ion -

beams in the field edge of the pole pices. Time resolution on the Thomson

. spectrometer is obtained by a ramped field applied to the spectrometer pole

pieces.

(C) consists of the construction of five(MA)closing switches to power
the upgraded 50 -200 kJ PF system and of the trigger system of the five switches

.-,, . .-1-
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(with gitter <  5-10 lis). This is necessary for tests on scaling of."

switch performance with current-pulse amplitude and for tests on the nested

electrode geometry, with more than two coaxial electrodes.

The variation with time (t) of the current I on the PF electrodes (and of the

corresponding magnetic field B) is monitored via the time-derivative signal

(dI/dt , dB/dt) from a 7Ocm long Rogowski belt (+) located near the PF
closing switch between the capacitor bank and the PF electrodes [I(t) is also

determined via a Rogowski belt encircling one of the two plates which feed,
the PF electrodes]. Empirical relationships between the rate of decrease of
I (and the net decrease of I) as a consequence of the PF pinch breakdown* and

the D-D neutron yield n (with a D2 filling of the PF discharge chamber,
n = neutron count - in one discharge of the capacitor bank - from a Los Alamos

,. silver-activation counter) have been established in previous work from the

polynomial representation IdI/dtl % A[t(ns)+150]y. In this expression t=O

coincides with the time at which the absolute value IdI/dtl has the first

sharp peak; t is measured in nanosec, y is determined from a best fit of the
' observed signal in the time interval from t = -150 ns to t=O. By plotting the

values of n from many shots as a function of y it was found that n is a mono-
tonically increasing function of y (and y is an increasing function of n; typically

3 < y < 5 for the discharge conditions reported here). Consistently with this
*. result we find convenient(with a fixed set of values the capacitor bank energy

* and of other typical PF parameters)to use n as a suitable quantity for a

quantitative description of the circuit-opening function of the PF. In Section 2
,. we report the data from PF discharges with the circular knife edge on the insula-

tor sleeve. Data on the characteristic of the ion emission from the PF pinch

are reported in Section 3 and 4. Sections 2 and 3 address the specific topics i.e.,

to the influence of the knife edge distortion field on the pinch structure during

pinch breakdown and to ion source structure/ion energy spectrum anisotropy respec-

tively. Section 4 provides technical details on the method for obtaining data re-

ported in Sections 2,3 with a review of the general approach. The method to

- achieve time resolution in the ion-spectrum determination is also reported in Section

4. Figure, captions and bibliography are listed separately for each Section.

+with 60 turns, single loop dia. 1.4 mm.

* On which the "circuit-opening function" of the PF is based.

I. V. Nardi, W. H. Bostick, J. Feugeas, W. Prior, C. Cortese, Nuclear Fusion,
Suppl. Vol. 2, p. 143 (1979).
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Section 2.

Pinhole camera photographs are taken at 00, 450 80* from the -
x--ray emission and ion emission of a single PF discharge by using a sandwich
of x-ray film and CR-39. Energy analysis is obtained with a magnet behind
the pinhole and filters. A metallic circular knife edge is used on the in-
sulator sleeve for increasing the neutron yield. A specific effect of knife
edge on the ion image is observed.

1. The pinhole camera and the x-ray and CR-39 sandwich arrangement is the
same as described in Ref. 1. A circular knife edge (KE) of conducting
material is fitted on the insulator sleeve (as indicated in Fig. 1). The KE - .
increases the neutron yield as reported from the data in Fig. 2. Different
values L of the KE length have been tested with an overall better performance
for L = 7-8 Pin at a capacitor bank voltage of V = 17 KV (8-10 kJ, V = 15-17
kV) and a filling of D2 at a pressure P ! 6 Torr. This conclusion has been
reached by a series of tests (4000 shots of two identical Mather type machines
at Stevens Tech- STI and at the University of Ferrara*- UF ) for different - .
values of VLP. X

Fig. 1. Schematic view of PF,
.. , I ~ . .-. u-- of KE on insulator sleeve and of

pinhole imaging system.

-z!
C.I m J ...-.

Fig. 2 ( a, b, c )
K" IPN mass

SITUF$1e _'T' (a) SITUF .  ' ,

3 No Ke" .or: ke L= 7mm' ~~~~6 Tort "r; .. 'v...

16 -17 kV .

' 3:>:YN:nu4.1 , t """." ' --

'In order to reduce the importance of statistical fluctuationsin the preparation

of the diagrams of Fig. 2 we have entered-in Fig. 2-also data from PF discharges
of a PF machine of the University of Ferrara (UF) with identical geometry,
capacitor bank and operating conditions of the PF at Stevens Tech (SIT).
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separately from SIT and UF, specifically:

Ratio of the neutron yield from shots in which a knife edge is
used [Yn,ke(Y )] and from shots without knife edge [ynn ke(yc)] as a function
of a chosen yield y. Yn(yc) is the mean value of the neutron yield for all

*and only the shots with a neutron yield above or at least equal to a chosen
yield yc; yc is expressed as a percentage of the "peak yield" yn~max. As a
definition of yn max for a specific set of values V,P,L we take here the meaoi
value of the yield from the three shots with the highest neutron yield for

* the same set of values of V,P,L.

-4-
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Fig,3, (),(W): pinhole camera image from the x-ray emission (a) at 800,
(8) at 450 (pinhole dia. " 300 um at 800, 150 um at 450); the thickness of the- filter for the x-ray image is equivalent to 1.5-2 mm Be ('. 10 keV x-rays);

:-. in (a) 800 and (b) 45° , same view but from ion track image on CR-39. The
horizontal axis marks the axis of the discharge. The vertical arrows mark
the axial coordinate of corresponding points in (a,a) and (8,b) respectively.
No knife edge used in this shot.
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TITese tyDe of tests have been carried out with two objectives in mind: (a) to
have a quantitative assessment of the effect on the neutron yield (i.e., on PF
optimization) of the knife edge (KE) which is now used in different laborate-
ries. (b) To observe typical variations of the PF pinch configuration (from
pinhole camera images) which can be induced by using a KE (with "PF optimiza.
tion" - for a given capacitor bank and peak voltage V - we mean here the con-

. ditions on D filling pressure,electrode and insulator parameters,inductance I_
value which lead to a maximum of electrode and of pinch current at a suitable
time for having a maximum neutron yield). A substantial increase of the neu-

• -tron yield (typically by a factor 1.6-2.5) is observed in the mean value of
*- the yield from a series of many (- 250-300) shots for a fixed set of V,P

(15-l7kV,5-6Torr)if a KE (L=7-12 mm) is used as compared to the configura-
tion without KE. The increase is even higher (by a factor -2.5-4) if maximum
values of the yield are compared for the two configurations. As a standard
procedure in each series we have alternate runs of about 20 shots without KE
with runs of -20 shots with KE,and with D2 refilling after each run. This ...
eliminates biasing effects, e.g. ,of the spark plug erosion in open-air switch,
of the PF electrode and insulator "aging" under discharge conditions, and of -

impurity contamination of the discharge-chanber fillings (these effects are
partially responsible for the fluctuations of the neutron yield observed for
each set VPL). The pressure was monitored after each shot. An increase of
pressure up to -5% of the filling pressure was observed after some of the
peak-yield shots. In the tests reported here D2 refilling was carried out

m also any time the wall outgassing increased the discharge-chamber pressure
above 3' of the filling pressure. Results from the method of obtaining the
image of the PF pinch simultaneously from x-ray emission and from particle
emission with a sandwich of one x-ray film (back) and CR-39 target (front)

' ha besn raported in Ref.I. Three sandwiches have been routinely used
,(0945 ,80 ) and a 8kG magnetic field orthogonal to the line of sight is in- 1 -.

serted inmnediately behind the pinhole. Ty~ical results are reported in Figu-
res 3,4. We note that the ion image at 80 is usually sifted of about l-2mm-
below the corresponding x-ray image which is on the discharge (electrode)axis

S- In the image at 45 the x-ray point source has an axial coordinate near the
* middle of one of the two ion images in which the original image (i.e. the

image we would obtain without the 8kG magnet) is splitted from the 8kG mag- .. .-.
- netic field. The particle image with the same coordinates of the x-ray image I-
* "is referred to as the unshifted image (UI). The UI is formed of large djame-

ter ion tracks (dia. 8-12gm). The shifted image (SI) is formed from D ion
tracks with dia. 2-614m under our CR-39 etching conditions (3 hours in a 700 C
NaOH solution, 6.25 normal). UI is formed of tracks of ions with m/z 1 and
is wiped out from a formvar filter O.l))n thick, whereas the SI is wiped out
(at least partially) from a mylar filter of thickness -5O, m(range of D+ ions
with energy -2.4 MeV). The energy of the particles is changing with the axial
coordinate in both SI and Ul. The maximum particle energy is on the sharp
part of the image, on the image side away from the center electrode. This is
confirmed by filter data l The image in Fig. 3 is obtained without KE. In
shots without KE the axially elongated UI and the SI are generally parallel to
each other along the electrode axis. A systematic variation is introduced
from the KE_ Specifically the 450 SI is tapered away from the anode; SI is at
an angle ( .300 with respect to the electrode axis (and to UI) and merges .*.

with UI on the axis, at the image side of peak particle energy, away from the

-6-
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anode. This change from paralell configuration (without KE) to oblique
configuration with a KE is observed In 90% of the obtained images (about
100 images sofar). Our data confirm that the KE changes the current sheath
structure in a definite-manner and that these structual changes are usually
associated with an increase of the neutron yield.

T 
.. 4 i °

i'-e

3 Fig. 4. Pinhole image of the PF pinch from ion tracks on CR-39 (800, 450, 0
0)

respectively. Knife edge was used in this shot (note typical inclination of
shifted image) with respect to axis. Maximum particle energy on right side -
tip. Scalloped areas of track saturation visible in shifted image.

References
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Section 3.

The intensity and the energy spectrum N,(E)dE (60 keV E , 1 MeV) dim
of the +'ion emission from plasma focus discharges and of other charged
particles has been determined in different directions a 0*, 7011, 1800) with
respect to the electrode/discharge axis. Pinhole images of the pinch from
etched ion tracks on CR-39 targets with differential filters provide the - - -

structure of the ion source.

1. A compact Thomson spectrometer with an energy resolution AE/E1l-6% is used
to determine the energy spectrum of D+ ions (and of other charged particles
with a mass/charge ratio m/Z 1 1) ejected from a plasma focus (PF) pinch
(8-10 kJ at 15 kV-17 kV; see Fig. l) at 0, 700, 1800 with respect to the
electrode axis. A collimated electron beam (REB) composed of multiple
< 1-10 ns pulses is also emitted in the 1800 direction from a plasma source
localized in the same region of space of the ion source. The REB has a
broad energy spectrum peaked between 0.3 MeV-0.7 MeV . Collective field
acceleration of ions from the background gas in the drift chamber (same
filling gas and pressure P of the PF pinch chamber) is observed at 1800 along
the REB propagation path. A method is outlined here for discriminating
collectively accelerated ions at 1800 which form the bulk of the ion popula-
tion at E 1 MeV and ions emitted from the PF source. Fig. 2 reports a
pinhole image of the pinch (800, 450, 0* views) from ion emission. The pin-
holes (dia. 150 um at 00, 450; 200 um at 800) are at the same distance
(7.5 cm) from source and CR-39 targets. Two circular pole pieces (dia.
2.5 cm) with a 8 kG uniform field in the pole cylindrical gap is located
immediately behind the45* pinhole. This field splits the image in two
images both with sharp boundaries. The undeflected image is formed by
non uniform distribution of ioV tracks of large diameter (-,, 9-12 urn); the
deflected image is formed by D ion tracks (2-5 um dia)- if deuterium
filling is used - from ions with different energy values (100 keV ; E < 3.5
MeV). A grid of cylindrical yarns (yarn dia.50 pm) screens out ions of
relatively low energy and provides the dimensions of the region where high
energy ions are emitted. This filter does not wipe out the image of the
pinch as a continuous filter would do. In Fig. 3 we report Thomson spectro-
meter data at 0% Two configurations (A), (B) of the Thomson spectrometer
have been used: In (A) the spectrometer pinhole (ph-I) is located before
the spectrometer magnetic pole pieces (the electric field VT of the spectro-
meter is also applied between these pole pieces); in (B) ph-I is located near
the CR-39 target (T) downstream of the pole pieces (Rhee configuration)3. In
order to have reliable results with configuration (B) it is necessary to have
a uniform ion"illumination" of the entrance aperture of the spectrometer,
i.e., on a surface cross section of spectrometer interelectrode gap (cross
section orthogonal to the beam direction). This condition is not satisfied
in our experiments and, we believe, in all experiments with plasma focus
systems even if a number of shots larger than 10 or 20 is used to obtain the

-8-.,-.,< .
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spectrum. This can be shown for example by comparing typical spectra from
(A) with typical spectra from (B) in discharge with a filling mixture, e.g.,
of 30% of H2 and 70% of D by pressure P. We observe that B gives a para-
bola for H+ within ion trick density higher than for D+ ions for all observed
values of the ion energy E whereas the ion track density on the H+ and D+ "
parabolas from (A) fits closely the fractional composition of the source
(scattering of H+ ions before the entrance of the Thomson spectrometer is
partially responsible for the discrepancy between (A) and (B) data). Fig. 3-b
reports the ion spectrum at 700 and Fig.3-c that at 1800. Collective field
acceleration from the REB field at 1800 is assessed from different features
of the ion spectrum, specificially a higher density of ion tracks is observed
in the " 1 MeV region if a focalization system for the electron beam is used
in the REB drift chamber. We explain this systematic variation of the spec- O
trum in terms of collective field acceleration also because the increase in
the 1 MeV ion population depends only on the focalization constraints on the
REB (e.g., diameter, type of material and termination of the REB drift
chamber) which reduce the admittance angle of the Thomson spectrometer with-
out affecting the PF ion and electron beam source.
2. A review of our data, in particular the extremely small cone of emission
and the localization of the source regions from which ions .with E 1 2.4 MeV
are emittedindicate that the fine structure of the so rce may affect the
spectrum determination by modulating the ion fluence dVN/dEdw on the target
on a E,w scale also smaller than the resolution of the spectrometer. This
is the case, e.g., if the emission cone is much smaller than the acceptance ,
angle of the spectrometer and the source "hot spot" has a transverse dimen-
sion smaller than the diameter of both pinholes of the spectrometer collimator
system as we have frequently observed. Imaging of the source through the
spectrometer collimator has been verified in our high resolution magnetic
analyzer with edge focusing and ion trajectors -. 100 cm long in the 10-5
vacuum chamber of the analyzer! In that case the width of the elliptically-
shaped projection of the collimator aperture on the surface of the target
was Ax(x) - cm [the analyzer resolution AE(Ax)/E ' 0.5-5% is determined by
Ax,E] whereas we have observed regularly-spaced modulations on a 1 mm scale
of the etched ion track density for E < 0.5 MeV.

TO tirrU IO
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Fig. 2. Time - integrated pinhole image of the pinch on CR-39 targets:0
°

in (a), 800, 450 (in c) view (same shot). The central filter strip at 00
is 6 jm thick (R D+ range for E 'v 0.6 MeV). The white arrow in (c) indicates A-,--..

the location of the microscope photograph in (d). Nqte outline of grid wire
(' 50 pm dia.) in (c) which is crossed by & with E A, 2.4MeV. (d) is taken
at the point where the image (2)-shifted by the 8kG magnet behind the pinhole-
merges with the unshifted image (1) which fits the 10 keV image an axis). Te
point where (1) and (2) merge is usually a "hot spot" with E > 2.4 MeV for D
other hot spots are detected sometime also near the cusped profile (upper border)
of the pinch. The image (3) is formed by ion tracks similar to those in (2);
large tracks with dia. , 10 im form (1). Note that the linear dimensions of the -
> 2.4 MeV hot spot in (d) are . 100 jm, i.e. less than the pinhole diameter
150 4m .the pinhole diameter is 'x 200 jim in (a)). The ion acceleration Virl

mechanism is localized within regions of space of linear dimensions -. 300 Um
which are embedded in a source of greater linear dimensions (- 1 cm) emitting
lower energy ions. This feature (localized "hard" source within a diffuse "soft"

source) is also observed in the x-ray bremsstrahlung emission (1-10 keV).
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~ ~ ~ from shot to shot of the amount of

trickcs for m/z >> I are changing
0 .4 by factors >). 10 the n/z > 1

4-. track count independently of the
...) predetenuined amount of doping0 . ~ ~ ,'s-~ (between 1-5% by pressure). The

a-. ~ ~doping on the other hand changes
4-4 the x-ray intensity between 1.10~~~~~~~ ..£(e) I eV by a factor , 10. This fact~ *'~Isupports the idea that ion clust %

,,.. .01 1.0 ~ JOrs are produced and ejected from
the PF as proposed In Ref. 2.
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Fig. 4. Image of target 117 from which we have obtained the spectrum
in Fig. 3 (b)
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F Section 4.

Interelectrode-field distorsion elements (metallic knife edge, A, and

. necking insert, B, Fig. 1) have been tested in one of the switch basic

components, a PF electrode pair with a peak current - 0.5 MA. The purpose was

to reduce the thickness of the current sheath (CS) by affecting the CS formation

stage during breakdown between electrodes. A thinner CS with a greater current

density increases the rate of switching also by increasing the rate of decay of

CS in the late stage of axial pinch. All tests have been carried out between

13.5 kV and 17.5 kV with 6 Torr of deuterium filling of the discharge chamber to

monitor the opening rate of the current channel from the neutron yield of D-D

fusion reactions in parallel with the bremsstrahlung x-ray signal.

The results pr sented in table I and Fig. 2 indicate an increase of the

switching rate [-. ft, Idl/dtldt/(t 2-tl), as it is assessed from the increase of the

D-D neutron yield] better than 10% from a statistic analysis of eleven hundred shots

and up to 100% for peak yield shots - depending on the length L of the knife edge. .

- Anisotropy of the energy spectrum of the ion emission. -- '

We have determined the energy spectrum N (E)dE of the ion beams emitted in .

different directions (a) with respect to the electrode axis (a = 0°,900,180°) of

a plasma focus discharge (PF) (' 5 kJ at 20 kV), filling pressure 4 Torr of D2

or of convenient H2+D2 mixtures. We have used Thomson spectrometers for ion-

energies E = 70 keV-l MeV (ali a) and a high resolution magnetic analyzer with

field-edge focussing and ion filtering for E ' 0.3-8 MeV (a = 0*). The typical

spectral amplitude Nl8odE of the ion beam at 1800 (i.e., in the direction in which

the PF pinch ejects a collimated -. 10 kA beam of -. 400 keV electrons) is smaller

than NodE with typical values NO(0.3 MeV)/NI80(0.3 Mev) 
> 100 but has a

relatively-stronger component of high energy ions N180(0.8 MeV)/NI80(O.I MeV) >

10 N0(0.8 MeV)/N 0 (0.1 MeV). The source brightness was measured for different a.

The angular spread of the 1800 ion beam decreases for increasing energy values

and is << 10 for E 0.5 MeV. The spectral resolution 6E/E of the magnetic

analyzer is better than 1% for 1 MeV < E < 7 MeV and that of the Thomson spectrometer

10% for E -. 0.1 - 0.8 MeV.

• JdI/dtl is the absolute value of the time derivative of the electrode current I.
The time integration is carried out on the time interval t2-ti in which the
current is decreased (switched off) to a predetermined fraction of its peak
value.
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The D energy spectrum at 0* has a peak at an ion energy E ' 100 keV and

a smoother peak of amplitude smaller by a factor , 100 for 1.5 MeV < E < 2 MeV,

Less pronounced peaks are observed for 0.1 MeV < E <l MeV. The data are obtained

from the ion-tra-ck-distribution on CR-39 or cellulose nitrate targets exposed ': V
to a single shot or to multiple shots. At least two different mechanisms of

ion acceleration (up to E It 1 MeV) are active during the resistivity surge

in the CS. One is experimentally characterized by a nearly constant peak

energy/per charge (Z) for different ion species (e.g., H+ , D+) and dominates

over other acceleration mechanisms in the 0° ion beam. The second is character-

ized by the same peak velocity vo for ions.with different values of M/Z and

dominates in the 1800 ion beam direction of the electron beam. Our experimental

data clearly indicate that ions with the lowest value of M/Z are preferentially

accelerated at 00 [e.g., with a filling pressure of 50% of H2 and 50% of D2 in
the discharge chamber the total amount NH(0) of H+ tracks and ND (0°) of

tracks forming Thomson spectrometer parabola for 0.1 MeY < E < 0.3 MeV give,

. typically, NH(00)/ND (00) = 1.7]. The situation is completely different at 1800

[with the same filling pressure of H2 and 02, the ion track ratio is reversed,

i.e., ND (l800)/NH (1800) ) 1.7. In this case N(180) is the total amount of

tracks observed on one side of the limiting velocity "line" v=const=vo of, a Thomson- ".-77-

spectrometer target]. The preferential acceleration of D+ ions over H at 1800

is consistent with the observation that ion clusters with a M/Z >> 1 are formed

*within the beam source and ejected with a typical velocity v 0. H , 0, H, 0

may evaporate from(and preserve the same velocity v0 of)ion clusters with

M/Z >> 1 which enters the 10- Torr vacuum chamber of the Thomson spectrometer.

The observed fractional composition ND(180)/NH(180) of the 1800 beam fits the

composition of the ion source after the 0+ enrichment of the ion source volume

because of the preferential accelerations of H+ ions at 00. The reproducibility

of the data from hundreds of shots rules out the possibility that this

observed coincidence of the H /D fractional compositions of 1800 beam and

source remnants is the casual result of independent events. If we conclude

. that the 1800 beam composition is the source composition at the proper time

of emission then this also implies that the ion clusters are ejected after the

explosive acceleration process at 00 where ion energies up to 10 MeV are

observed, from the same region within the source where the selective process

" of ion acceleration occurs and within a time interval small enough to prevent

a composition change because of ion diffusion from neighbouring regions.
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Further evidence of the formation and emission of ion clusters in the dis-

integration process of the CS is obtained from: (A) Characterization of.etched

particle tracks,(B) Pinhole imaging of the ion source from the ion emission and

image splitting with a 5 kG magnet inserted between pinhole and image recording

plate (CR-39). The magnet (pole dia. 2.5 cm, pinhole dia. 150 um ) splits .-

the pinch image in two equal images - details of sharp boundaries coincide - at

E a distance of , 4 mm from each other. The analyzer field is several orders of

magnitude smaller than the self-field Be of the pinch. This is consistent

with the view that heavy ion clusters (with M/Z >> l) cross unaffected the

pinch field Be and then disassemble in a light (D) component and other heavy

components. Production and propagation of-neutrals (from charge exchange)

can be ruled out because of the particle energy(from filtering of the ion image).

Any alternative to the idea of heavy clusters emission, production and -
evaporation would imply a distorsion of the pinholeimage-because of B -which is not p.-..
observed (our pinhole resolution is 150 i.m or better). Time resolved ion spectra

are obtained from (A) ion time of flight (Faraday cup method) and (B) from a

Thomson spectrometer with a voltage ramp (repetitive pulses with 16 nanosec

spacing between pulses) which changes the electric field. Propagation of ion

clustersand plasmoidsin a 10 - Torr vacuum has been observed both at 00 and 1800

by injecting the beam in the vacuum chamber through a 10 millisec opening valve

*(0.5 mm aperture dia.) or throigh a 150 pm dia. aperture and differential pumping.
Target damage and particle track etching give the changes of the internal structure

of the beams which have been analyzed so far up to a propagation distance of 100 cm

, in the 10-5  Torr vacuum.

We have carried out preliminary tests of the PF performance as repetitive

opening switch of a > 10 us current pulse (from a pulse forming network)

by increasing of 50% the external inductance between capacitor bank and

electrode. With this procedure a train of 4-6 current sheaths (CS) has
been obtained. The time spacing between consecutive current sheaths is

-* 0.4-0.8 us. The 40 kV trigger of the five high-pressure switches for the

upgrade (200 kJ) system has been built and the switches are in the construction

t .stage. All the data have been obtained from three PF machines with an identical

geometry (Mather type, outer el. dia. 10 cm, inner el. dia. 3.4 cm), two
with capacitor banks of 9 kJ at 20 kV and one with a bank of 4 kJ at 20 kV.

I. 
-16-
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Table 1. Neutron yield dependence on knife edge and on knife-edge length L.

Initial voltage 17 kV; filling with 6 Torr of D

No knife edge, Knife edge Increase "

nmax = 5.1x 108  L = 7 mm, nL max 7.6 x 10 L

(n ) nL(n L n mamax ~max o

70% 4.3 ± .1 x 108  6.3 ± .4 x 108  46%

60% 4.0 ± .1 5.6 ± .3 40%

50% 3.6 ± 5.0+ .3 44%

40% 3.2 ±. 4.3 .3 36%

- 30% 2.8±.] 3.8 .3 35%

10% 2.2 ±-.1 2.6 ±- .2 18%

*nL max is the mean value of the neutron yield nL from the three shots

with the highest values of nL for a specific value of L. BL (n = ynL max) is

the mean value of nL from all and only the shots with nL 
•

y = conveniently chosen percentage.

a = standard deviation

Tested values of L: 2.5, 7, 12, 17 mm;

Best result with L 7 mrrr

I17
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11 0

- Fig. 2 . A: Ion spectrum from high resolution magnetic analyzer (edge focusing). .

B: Ion spectrum from time of flight method. W

C: Ion spectrum from Thomson spectrometer(00) ,single shot in H Z-D 2'
D: Thomson spectrometer parabola distribution (pattern of ion tracks)

from which the spectra in C has been derived ( filling with 33% of H2  -~
and 67% of 02 ; the preferential acceleration of H~ as compared to D+
is evident because of the somewhat higher quantity of H tracks in the :2:

H parabola (closer to 0b axis) than that of D~ in D~ parabola(see Fig.3)te
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Front end of anode

" :':,- electrode

, "-- '+: , 7. . " . . .

axis

Fig. 3-A.Pinhole image of the ion beam source 45 direction; pinhole dia. 150 .- m
A magnetic field orthoqonal to the beam direction ( 8 kG ) is inserted

* imm-ediatelv behind the oinhole, between pinhole and tarqet( CR-39 )

This field splitsthe imaue in two similar imaqes: An undeflected image
* along the electrode axis (axis mark at left) and a shifted imacqe (above).
t The image is formed from the non uniform distribution of etched ion tracks.

The ion of the shifted imaoe (0' ) can penetrate a 20tmr thick myar filter.
The unshifted imace is wiped out by a 0.1 m'thick formvar filter.
The diameter of the ion tracks in the shifted imaae is 3-5 wa; the track
diameter in the unshifted image is 8-12 ,m
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Fig. 4 Experimetal arrangement for tests with Thomson spectrometer at 00

as in Fig. 3, 2-C, 2-D
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The experimental arrangement for tests with the high resolution magnetic

analyzer ( 7-12.5 kG, edge focusing, dE/E 0.5%, 10 ms opening valve )is
* described in the literure:.

The Plasma Focus as a Source of Collimated Beams of Negative Ion Clusters
*and of Neutral Deuterium Atoms, V. Nardi, C. Powell, Amer. Inst. of Phys. ,

Proc. Vol 111, (New York, 1984 p. 463.

* Ion Imaging and Energy Spectrum from the Plasma Focus Ion Emission, V. Nardi,
C. Powell, W. Prior, W. H. Bostick, Controlled Fusion and Plasma Physics,
Vol. 7 0, Part 1, p. 489, 1983 (European Physical Soc.).

The experimental arrangement and the method for the derivation of the ion
spectrum from time of flight is described in :H. Kilic, Ph.D. Thesis

Stevens Institute of Technology (1984 );University Microfilms, P.0.Boxl346

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, and H.Kilic. V.Nardi, C. Powell ,in Press.
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Fig. 5 Thomson spectrometer parabolasfrommultiple shots ( 1800 airection )
in a mixture of 50% H2 and 50% D2 by filling pressure. The total count

of D+ tracks is greater thin the total count of H+ tracks by a factor

-1.7 ( the count is made from the high energy point where the parabola

originate - on the constant velocity line v0 - to a point on a constant energy >01
- per-charge line E/Z = 150 keV, for both parabolas).

0 + +Fig. 5 - A reports the 1800 spectra ( for H+ and D ) dN/dE from the parabolas -.
of Fig.5 ( relative units; spectrometer acceptance dO)= 2.63 x 10- sr ).

Fig.5 - B reports the eperimental set up for target T-98 of Fig.5 ( multiple

shot exposure). Note that the Thomson spectrometer pinhole is located befor-".:".' -
the magnet poles in all tests at 1800, 900, 700 to cope with the relatively

small intensity of the ion emission in these directions as compared to the

emission intensity at 00 ( differential pumping is always used )-

--23- -
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Fig. 5 B
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Fig. 6 . Distorted D+ parabola from a sequence of voltage pulses ( with
17 nanosec between pulses of constant amplitude )applied to the

Thomson spectrometer electrodes/poles. The time marks , as

v indicated, are generated from the voltage peaks.

V The difference in the time of emission - time lag TL( E1,E2 ) - of

ions with energy E1 and the emission time of ions wirh energy E is1 2
deived from the observed time of impact T ( El ), T ( E ) on the

target and from the time of flight tf( E ) = do/(2E/M) /2 to cover

the distance d between source and target;

T. C El ,E2 ) = T ( El ) tf CE l ) + -T ( E2 ) + tf (E 2 ).

The D energy spectrum from the distorted parabola of Fig.6 is <-..

presented in Fig.6-A and the time lag in Fig. 6-B., ( ions

with higher energy values are , in this case, emitted later
than the ion of lower energy).
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Fig. 7. Thomson spectrometer parabola from a test with electron

beam focussing pipe (multiple shots; experimental

arrangement as in Fig. 7A).

The ion spectrum has several peaks the largest at 340 key

(the same peak energy of the electron beam).

A low voltage (2 kV instead of 4 kV as for other tests )is
applied on Thomson spectrometer electrodes.
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Fig. 8 .One of the five low inductance switches for the upgraded 200 kW

PF system (the dark sections are made of sinter. material),in A.

Triggerfor the five swithces in B
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